SUPPLY CHAIN SOLUTIONS AND VALUE ADDED LOGISTICS SERVICES

Nippon Express' leadership, vision and commitment to customers have made the company a leading provider of global logistics solutions—helping more businesses around the world become supply chain information-driven than any other company.

*Nippon Express has established proven standards, processes and methods that increase the efficiency of supply chain operations for its customers in the Americas including:

**INCREASED ACCURACY** and visibility • Lower system cost through **FLEXIBLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION**
• Decreased annual physical counts • Reduced facility size to maintain competitive advantage • **INCREASED ORDER TURNS**, fill rates and on-time delivery • Improved **LEAN WAREHOUSING**, scalability and flexibility • Reduced operational cost for customers • Increased adaptability to changes in business requirements

*Over 350 global professionals in supply chain execution and engineering
* Extensive industry and implementation experience
* Technical resources with comprehensive knowledge of a variety of technologies
* Project Management Specialists
  * Project design and implementation
  * Systems integration, including ERP interfacing
  * Hardware and deployment
  * Compliance
  * RFID
  * Structured according to industry specialization
Nippon Express provides a broad range of services that allow customers to outsource many supply chain execution functions: reducing bottom line operating costs and gaining a competitive advantage in their respective global marketplaces. Among the supply chain processes provided in the USA and around the world are the following:

Designing a physical distribution network
Performance and practices diagnostics, including for overall supply chain and for specific components (transportation, warehousing, sourcing and procurement, manufacturing integration, information technology, and supplier and customer relations)
Across-the-board or targeted cost-reduction analysis and implementation
Transportation management analysis and improvement
Site selection, retrofit and upgrade, and/or operations improvement
Software evaluation, selection, and implementation
Metrics design, implementation, and analysis
Supplier management programs
Process design and re-engineering

Nippon Express adds value across entire supply chains by providing its customers with all the resources needed to design and operate a global supply chain for any product.